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CASE STUDY
SALMON DEVELOPS SAP® HYBRIS®

CERTIFIED ACCELERATOR EXTENSION FOR AMPLIENCE 

Amplience: Simple Ecommerce Content 
Management 
Amplience helps online retailers to create and 

manage digital content on ecommerce websites. 

It supports the creation of engaging and lively 

storefronts, and has been helping brands to deliver 

more engaging shopping experiences since its 

inception in 2007. 

The Amplience platform allows online retailers to 

incorporate a wide range of dynamic media: rich 

shoppable content, video and image optimisation, 

user-generated content, and more. 

Delivering Modern Experiences 
Amplience works within a market that is constantly 

changing and evolving. Its platform has to be 

continuously improving to serve increasingly complex 

content, and keep up with shoppers’ growing 

expectations.  

In 2016, Amplience needed to integrate Hybris and 

Amplience Dynamic Media. The objective was to 

accelerate the build of new projects on Hybris, and 

to simplify data migration from Hybris to Amplience 

Dynamic Media. 

This would deliver a considerable productivity boost for 

clients using both Amplience and Hybris.

Amplify
your
experience.
Powerful digital content production and delivery for B2B and B2C ecommerce.
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Amplience approached Salmon for support in 

developing this exciting and challenging integration. 

Salmon’s methodology transformed a complex, custom 

procedure into a straightforward installation and 

configuration process, reducing both risk and cost. 

Improving Usability, Decreasing Risk
Amplience was already able to integrate Rich Media 

and User-Generated Content that was held in the SAP 

Hybris commerce platform. However, transferring the 

data was costly and challenging.  

Salmon and Amplience already had a long-standing 

relationship prior to the commencement of the project. 

Salmon implemented Amplience for a number of 

retailers in the UK, including Halfords and DFS. Salmon 

had the necessary insight to design a very attractive 

solution to the problem, with improved usability, 

reduced cost, and less exposure to risk. 

James Brooke, CEO at Amplience said:  “Salmon is 

one of the longest standing and most technically adept 

Hybris partners in the world. With its expert Amplience 

and Hybris knowledge, and superior integration skills, 

Salmon was the obvious partner to ask to build the 

extension.” 

Elegant Integration
Salmon designed a Hybris integration covering three 

key areas, which had previously been identified as pain 

points.

The new Product Media integration brings together 

most of the image display functionality for a product, 

including the main image, gallery carousel, zoom 

capability, videos, 360-degree spin sets, search and 

browse.

Salmon’s new Content Media integration allows easy 

manipulation of content images and carousels.
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SAP Hybris Certification
Amplience CEO, James Brooke, was extremely satisfied 

with the solution Salmon delivered. 

“Salmon clearly understands the challenges that come 

with content and commerce integrations.  We are 

delighted that our new Hybris Amplience extension built 

by Salmon has now been certified by SAP for inclusion 

on the Hybris-extend marketplace. Ultimately, integration 

will now be less challenging and costly for our customers 

who will succeed through our joint collaboration.”
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Finally, the User-Generated Content (UGC) integration 

allows straightforward import of UGC data.

Salmon’s elegant and efficient integration improves 

ease of use for both ecommerce and marketing teams. 

It lets them enrich the customer experience with images 

and videos that work responsively in any channel and 

device combination. This content can relate to both 

products and promotions.

Additionally, Hybris Accelerator users benefit from 

a new Hybris add-on that improves the exporting of 

product media. This data can then be bulk uploaded 

into Amplience much more quickly than it was before.

CONTENT 
IS 
KING!


